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TAURANGA MODEL MARINE AND ENGINEERING CLUB INC. 

The Secretary       Miniature Railway Memorial Park 

PO Box 15589       Open to Public, weather permitting 

Tauranga 3112       Sundays : 10am to 3pm approximately 

            

Palmerville Station Phone 578 7293   Website: www.tmmec.org.nz 

         Facebook: Memorial Park Railway Tauranga  

CONVENERS 

Workshop:  John Nicol, Brian Marriner. 

Track :  Bruce Harvey, John Stent. 

Librarian:  Chris Pattison 

Rolling Stock: Bruce Harvey 

Website:  Max Donnelly 

MEANZ rep John Heald 

  

OPERATORS   2020 

16 August  J Flannery 

23 August  B Harvey 

30 August  P Jones 

6 September W karlsson 

13 September B McKarras 

20 September R Prout 

27 September M de Lues 

4 October  B Fitzpatrick 

11 October  J Flannery 

18October  B Harvey 

25 October  P Jones 

1 November W karlsson 

7 November B McKerras 

8November R Prout 

MEETINGS 

General Members Meeting every first Tuesday 

7pm. 

Committee Meeting  every second Thursday at 

7pm. 

Maintenance Tuesday mornings from 9am. 

Engineering discussions Tuesday evenings 

7.30pm. 

COMMITTEE 

President:  Jason Flannery 5721165 

Vice President: Bruce McKerras   5770134 

Club Captain Max Donnelly 5716778 

Secretary:  TBA 

Treasurer:  Joanne Knights  

Committee:  Ash Thomas, Russell Prout,  

`   Warren Belk, Bruce Harvey 

   Brian Fitzpatrick, Owen Bennett 

Boiler Committee: Peter Jones, Bruce McKerras, 

   John Heald. 

Safety Committee: Chris Pattison, Peter Jones,  

   Warren Karlsson, Jason Flannery. 

 

Editor:  Roy Robinson  07 5491182 

   royrobkk@gmail.com 

Cover photo : John Heald’s first track run with “The Gadget”. 



 

Presidents Report July 2020 

Hi TMMEC. 

Another month over, how time flies. 

The 18
th
 saw about a dozen of us visit Murray de Lues workplace for a demo on the machine he 

oversees. A serious bit of kit with a serious price tag to go with it, and there is me moaning about 

the cost of a couple carbide tips for my lathe. The morning consisted of a talk about the ma-

chine, the cutting componentry, processes of setup, then followed by the machine doing its thing 

on some timber. Thank you for organising that Murray, it was highly informative with all having a 

good time. Also, thanks to Murray, a bit of the days handy work will soon be hanging on our 

clubroom wall with the K class cab plate that was donated to the club. This will make a nice fea-

ture amongst the photo collection that remembers our previous members and their contribution 

to the club. 

The Sunday crew have also been busy with the public out in force, most Sundays are now nor-

mally all trains on the track for most of the day, so well done to them for keeping everybody smil-

ing. Some new faces have joined the “regular crew” and this is good news for all, not only is it 

spreading the work load, but hopefully most importantly it means these people are enjoying the 

comradery of the club and creating solid friendships.  

Then we also had a playdate / have a go day on the 1
st
 of the 8

th
, this was very well supported. 

The turnout was fantastic with great support by our club members. To add to this, we had our 

“have a go visitor’s” plus several visitors from other clubs with their locomotives in tow, a busy 

day indeed.  It is great to see so many people enjoying themselves and our hobby. 

There were many things to see on the day, far too many for me to start listing here. One very no-

table item was John Heald’s “Gadget” hitting the rails for the first time. Smiles all round for those 

who got to see it and those that got have a go at the controls, well done John, what’s next? 



The raised track saw some action again, two playdates in a row, I hope to see a hat trick for the 

next one! 

The 5
th
 of September then sees another playdate, this time for the Menzshed, please come along 

if you can and support your club. Thanks once again to Barbra and Roy the troops will be well fed 

with another sausage sizzle, the grub is much appreciated by all. 

Tuesday night’s meeting was well supported, a good turn out by the members. Lots of goodies on 

the table and photos of these should be in the mag from Roy. There was a lot of various items 

discussed so please attend any future ones if you can.  It’s your contributions to these evenings 

that help the club move forward, be they operational or inspiring others to have a go. Some great 

machining on the table by Regan, the finish on his engine is superb. 

Tuesday night’s Engineering group has also kicked off again so please coming along and have a 

catch up on what’s being built. 

There have been discussions with the Tauranga City Council of a clad container being situated in 

the park with to date 4 options being proposed. If you have any comments about these 4 pro-

posals, pro’s or con’s, then please send them to the Committee so they can be discussed. They 

were emailed out if you haven’t seen anything on this yet. 

Subs, if you have not paid them yet them please do so, it would be good to get the members list. 

updated and filed away. Drivers licenses, the paperwork is currently being updated and I have 

issued new ones. If you do not currently have one and would like one, then please let Warren 

Karlsson or I know so we can get you assessed and documented into the database accordingly. 

Any of the other Operators or Committee members will also be able to help with this if Warren or I 

are not about. 

Kapiti Miniature Railway is holding their open weekend plus twilight run on the 26th and 27th of 

September and some of our members are planning to go along. If you would like more infor-

mation, then speak to Joanne Knights as I hear there is talk of a stopover being planned in Taupo 

etc. Bruce McKerras is also involved and would know details. Leaving Friday, the 25
th
 back to 

Tauranga the 28
th
. If you have not been to the Kapiti track yet I highly recommend it, its great 

track winding through numerous tunnels and the trees. 

Once again if I missed something then it’s down to bad note taking by myself. 

Regards 

Jason 



Show and Tell 

Regan Olivecorona’s completed 4 stroke engine. The workmanship in this engine is immaculate, 

a real credit to Regan. 



 

Classical Doors Ltd Visit 

An invitation from Murray de Lues to visit his place of work, Classical Doors Ltd, was accepted by 

about 20 members and others. This operation as explained by Murray was one of those I had on-

ly read about and never experienced. State of the Art, is the only way one could describe it. 

After a general outline Murray gave us examples of what the machine could do ,and then with off 

cuts of timber set the CNC machine into action to produce the example. I think the biggest sur-

prise is the speed at which the machine goes through its selected cycle. It begins at an already 

selected start position, goes to a “rack” selects the required tool for that part of the job, goes and 

“does its thing” when that operation is complete the machine puts the tool back in the “rack”, se-

lects the next tool and does the next operation, so on and so on.  

Obviously all this requires a heap of computer nous which is as we know is Murray’s passion. I 

understand the computer program comes with some basic programming relevant to what the ma-

chine does. However there then is required the real nuts and bolts to get the computer to tell the 

machine just what you want done and this is where Murray’s skills are. 

To finish off the day Murray placed a piece of timber on the operational deck and proceeded to 

cut an ellipse out of the 2” timber which is to be the backing for the NZR engine plate number 

which was given to the Club by the Estate of our late member Don Hamilton. 

A real fascinating day with a great explanation by Murray. Our thanks go to Murray and to Classi-

cal Doors Ltd for allowing us access to their operation in Greerton.   
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Previous page : 

The work head of the 

CNC machine with the 

material from which the 

ellipse on the  operation-

al deck. 

 

Above : The offcut from 

cutting the ellipse. 

 

Left : Murray showing the 

completed backing for 

the engine plate number. 



Pics from the Play Day 

Photos by Peter Davies 

Play Day 1st August 



 

 

Disclaimer : 

The views and opinions expressed in articles contained in this magazine are those of the author

(s) and do not necessarily reflect the policy, position or opinion of the TMMEC or its officials.  

From the Cave at Katikati 

Still NO articles………...Please……... 

There are several people who have not paid their Club dues yet. Hi guys, it’s only $30.00, that’s 

only 4 loaves of bread and 3 bottles of milk or 2 bottles of cheep wine, not too much out of the 

grocery budget !!!!! Just remember also you will not receive the Club Mag !!!!! 

I Forgot to take my camera to Show and Tell so sorry Bruce Mc I didn't get any pics for the mag. 

Appols also to Joanne whom I didn’t give credit for pics in Julys mag. 

Phil Drummond came to our Play Day with a Mallett Loco. I have included an article on that par-

ticular design as background to the design type. 

  

More from the Play Day 



 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mallet Articulated Compound Locomotive  

(American Locomotive Company). 

The Mallet articulated compound locomotive is one having two sets of cylinders, com-

pounded together and driving independent groups of wheels. The two sets of cylinders are 

supplied with steam from a single boiler; which makes it practically two locomotives com-

bined in one, and having only one boiler. The rear group of wheels is carried in frames rigid-

ly attached to the boiler in the usual manner, while the frames which carry the front group of 

wheels are not secured to the boiler, but support it by means of sliding bearings. There is a 

hinged connection between the frames of the front engine and those of the rear engine, about 

which the former is permitted a limited swing in relation to the latter. It will be seen that the 

front group is a truck which swivels radially about its articulated connection with the rear 



group, when the locomotive passes through a curve. It is from this feature that the articulat-

ed type of locomotive derives its name. 

 

 

Because of the fact that only the rear group of wheels is carried in rigid frames, the articu-

lated type of locomotive provides a short rigid wheel base capable of passing through 

curves of short radius. At the same time, the total number of wheels is greater than in the 

ordinary types of locomotives; and the weight is distributed over a greater number of axles. 

Consequently, an enormous weight with corresponding tractive power may be provided in 

this type without an excessive weight per wheel on the rail. In an articulated compound lo-

comotive having twice as many driving wheels as a given locomotive of the rigid-frame 

type, double the tractive power of the latter is available, with the same weight per driving 

wheel on the rail and with no increase in the length of the rigid wheel base. Or vice versa, 

with the same tractive power in each case, the weight per driving wheel on the rail of the 

articulated compound locomotive may, by the use of the proper wheel arrangement, be re-

duced to one-half of that of a given locomotive of any of the types in ordinary use. 

The work being divided between two sets of pistons, crank pins, rods, and driving axles, an 

enormous tractive power is obtained in the articulated compound locomotive with practi-

cally no increase in the weights of the moving parts over those of a locomotive of the rigid-

frame type, having half the tractive power; or with the same tractive power in each case the 

moving parts of the articulated locomotive may be made much lighter than those of loco-

motives of other types. 

In addition to the advantages due to its wheel arrangement, the articulated compound loco-

motive possesses all those resulting from compounding the steam. This type of compound 

locomotive is what is known as a two-stage compound; that is, the steam is used succes-

sively in two sets of cylinders. Steam from the boiler is admitted to the first set or high 

pressure cylinders, which ordinarily drive the rear group of wheels; and, having done work 

in those cylinders, is then used over again in the second set or low pressure cylinders 

which are connected to the front group of wheels. From he low pressure cylinders, the 

steam is exhausted to the atmosphere.  



Between the high and low pressure cylinders and connecting the two is a large pipe called 

the receiver, into which the steam from the high pressure cylinders exhausts when the loco-

motive is working compound. The receiver is simply a reservoir in which the exhaust steam 

from the high pressure cylinders is stored until it is required by the low pressure cylinders. 

From the receiver, the steam is admitted into the low pressure cylinders by their valves in 

the usual manner. 

The low pressure cylinders have a larger piston area than the high pressure cylinders, the 

ratios between the two being such that, at the ordinary working cut-off, the steam at the 

lower pressure per square inch acting against the larger piston area, exerts the same force as 

the higher pressure steam acting on the smaller area. Consequently, the high and low pres-

sure cylinders having the same stroke, each set of cylinders ordinarily does practically the 

same amount of work. 

By using the steam successively in two sets of cylinders, a greater range of expansion is ob-

tained than in a simple or single expansion locomotive. In other words, the difference be-

tween the pressure of the steam entering the high pressure cylinders and the pressure it has 

when the exhaust from the low pressure cylinders opens, is greater than in the case of the 

simple locomotive. 

In a simple locomotive, the steam is ordinarily expanded only four times, while in a two-

stage compound six or seven expansions are obtained. As a result, more work is performed 

by the same amount of steam in a compound than in a simple locomotive; and a considera-

ble saving in coal and water consumption is thereby effected. 

Moreover, compounding divides the range of temperature between the two sets of cylinders; 

so that the condensation in the cylinders is reduced, which effects a further saving in fuel  



 and water consumption. 

In every compound locomotive some provision must be made for admitting steam direct 

from the boiler to the low pressure cylinders in starting and until the exhaust from the high 

pressure cylinders supplies the low pressure cylinders with steam. Also, provision is usually 

made by which in case of emergency when additional hauling capacity is required, the lo-

comotive may be changed from working compound into simple with an increase in power. 

In this articulated compound locomotive, these functions are performed by a special mecha-

nism called the intercepting valve, which is located between the receiver and the exhaust 

passages from the high pressure cylinders. 

Another device used by some locomotive builders, in place of the intercepting valve, is an 

arrangement by which, on opening a valve operated from the cab, communication is estab-

lished between the two ends of the high pressure cylinder through a by-pass pipe; and live 

steam reduced in pressure by passing through this pipe is admitted to the receiver and so to 

the low pressure cylinders. 

With the by-pass arrangement, when the locomotive is working simple, live steam is neces-

sarily admitted to both sides of the high pressure pistons. Consequently, these pistons are 

very nearly balanced. At the same time, the live steam which is admitted to the low pres-

sure cylinders is reduced in pressure. The result is that under these conditions, when the lo-

comotive is starting or working simple, practically all of the work is done by the low pres-

sure cylinders, and little, if any, increase in power is secured. In the American Locomotive 

Company's system of compounding, the intercepting valve is so designed that when the en-

gine is working simple the exhaust from the high pressure cylinder passes directly to the 

atmosphere and the valve cuts off communication between the receiver and the exhaust side 

of the high pressure pistons, thus relieving them of back pressure, except that of the steam 

exhausting to the atmosphere. Moreover, the live steam from the boiler reduced to a  



pressure of somewhat above the ordinary pressure in the receiver is admitted to the low 

pressure cylinder. . The result is that under these conditions, when the locomotive is starting 

or working simple, practically all of the work is done by the low pressure cylinders, and lit-

tle, if any, increase in power is secured. 

In the American Locomotive Company's system of compounding, the intercepting valve is 

so designed that when the engine is working simple the exhaust from the high pressure cyl-

inder passes directly to the atmosphere and the valve cuts off communication between the 

receiver and the exhaust side of the high pressure pistons, thus relieving them of back pres-

sure, except that of the steam exhausting to the atmosphere. Moreover, the live steam from 

the boiler reduced to a pressure of somewhat above the ordinary pressure in the receiver is 

admitted to the low pressure cylinder. Hence, the low pressure pistons are exerting more 

power than when working compound. This ad-

ditional power, added to that secured in the high 

pressure cylinders, because of the reduction of 

the back pressure, gives a total increase in pow-

er when- working simple of about 20 per cent. 

The intercepting valve also automatically regu-

lates the pressure of the live steam entering the 

receiver when starting and when working sim-

ple, keeping it at such a pressure that each of 

the four cylinders does practically the same 

amount of work. 

 



 

Another picture form the 1985 Kanapine Timber and Hardware Calendar 



 









Jason Flannery 



 

Important Information 

14th August 2020 

 

TMMEC Covid Level 2 modus operandi. 

  

Under Covid Level 2 NO public rides will be offered. 

  

The club will still hold maintenance Tuesdays and Tuesday evening engineering nights, as numbers are 
usually low enough to maintain 1 metre “Social Distancing”, however the monthly “General Club 
Meeting” attracts about 25 members and the Committee feel that these shall cease immediately until 
Covid Level 1 is again back in force. 

  

Club Play-days will continue under Covid Level 2, with prior registration by any visitors, so as to manage 
the total number to a manageable number. 

  

ALL Club members and ALL Visitors must sign into the Attendance Register, including any accompanying 
persons such as family, and on Play-day report to the Duty Operator  so he/she is informed of your 
attendance. 

  

If the Government raises the Covid Level to 3 all club activities will cease immediately – except for one 
person to carry out security checks as and if required. 

  

To reiterate, unless we are at Covid Level 1 or lower, Club activities are restricted or curtailed until further notice. 

 

Committee TMMEC 

  




